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Abstract
The ‘A-disintegrin and metalloproteinase’ (ADAM) and ‘A-disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin

motifs’ (ADAMTS) genes make up two similar, yet distinct, gene families. The human and mouse genomes contain

21 and 24 putatively functional protein-coding ADAM genes, respectively, and 24 versus 32 putatively functional

protein-coding ADAMTS genes, respectively. Analysis of evolutionary divergence shows that both families are

unique. Each of the two families can be separated, if need be, into groups of more closely related members: six

subfamilies for ADAM, four subfamilies for ADAMTS. The presence of both disintegrin and peptidase domains

within the ADAM and ADAMTS proteins implies multiple biological roles within the cell. Membrane-anchored

ADAM proteins are best known for their role in activating zymogens — including tumour necrosis factor-a,

epidermal growth factor (EGF) and amyloid precursor protein (APP). ADAM proteins can also participate in cell

adhesion via their interaction with integrins in neighbouring cells. ADAMTS are secreted proteins that participate

in extracellular matrix maintenance by way of their cleavage of procollagen and proteoglycans. ADAMTS proteins

also are involved in coagulation by cleaving von Willibrand factor precursor protein. ADAM and ADAMTS pro-

teins participate in a wide range of cellular processes, including cell adhesion and migration, ectodomain shedding,

proteolysis, development, ovulation and angiogenesis. Because these enzymes are believed to play an important

role in a number of pathologies, including Alzheimer’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis, atherosclerosis, asthma and

cancer progression, the products of the ADAM and ADAMTS genes represent promising drug targets for the

prevention and management of a number of human diseases.
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Introduction

The ADAM and ADAMTS gene families are

members of the metalloproteinase superfamily,

which comprises a diverse group of multi-domain

transmembrane and secreted proteins with varied

biological functions. To date, 21 ADAM (Table 1)

and 24 ADAMTS (Table 2) protein-coding genes

have been identified in the human genome,

whereas 24 Adam and 32 Adamts protein-coding

genes have been named in the mouse genome

(http://www.genenames.org/). The human ADAM

gene family also has five confirmed pseudogenes —

namely, ADAM1, ADAM3A, ADAM3B, ADAM5P

and ADAM21P (although to be consistent with rec-

ommended nomenclature, the ADAM1, ADAM3A

and ADAM3B pseudogenes should end in the letter

‘P’). In addition, ADAM6 is considered to be a likely

ADAM pseudogene.
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Table 1. Human ADAM genes, as listed in the Human Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) database

Gene

name

Other aliases Chromosomal

location

RefSeq

RNA

RefSeq

protein

Amino

acid

number

ADAM2 CT15; FTNB; PH30;

CRYN1; CRYN2; PH-30b

8p11.2 NM001464.3 NP001455.3 735

ADAM7 EAPI; GP-83 8p21.2 NM003817.2 NP003808.2 754

ADAM8 MS2; CD156; MGC134985 10q26.3 NM001109.3 NP001100.2 856

ADAM9 MCMP; MDC9; Mltng;

KIAA0021

8p11.23 NM003816.2 NP003807.1 819

ADAM10 kuz; AD10; MADM;

CD156c; HsT18717

15q2; 15q22 NM001110.2 NP001101.1 748

ADAM11 MDC 17q21.3 NM002390.4 NP002381.2 769

ADAM12 MCMP; MLTN; MLTNA;

MCMPMltna

10q26.3 NM003474.4 NP003465.3 909

ADAM15 MDC15 1q21.3 NM003815.3 NP003806.3 814

ADAM17 TACE; cSVP; CD156b;

MGC71942

2p25 NM003183.4 NP003174.3 824

ADAM18 ADAM27; tMDCIII;

MGC41836; MGC88272

8p11.22 NM014237.1 NP055052.1 739

ADAM19 MLTNB; FKSG34;

MADDAM

5q32-q33 NM023038.3 NP075525.2 956

ADAM20 14q24.1 NM003814.4 NP003805.3 776

ADAM21 ADAM31; MGC125389 14q24.1 NM003813.2 NP003804.1 722

ADAM22 MDC2; MGC149832 7q21 NM004194.2 NP004185.1 859

ADAM23 MDC3 2q33 NM003812.2 NP003803.1 832

ADAM28 MDCL; ADAM23;

MDC-Lm; MDC-Ls;

eMDCII

8p21.2 NM014265.4 NP055080.2 775

ADAM29 svph1 4q34 NM014269.4 NP055084.3 820

ADAM30 svph4 1p13-p11 NM021794.2 NP068566.2 790

ADAM32 FLJ26299; FLJ29004;

ADAM32

8p11.23 NM145004.5 NP659441.3 787

ADAM33 FLJ35308; FLJ36751;

MGC71889; C20orf153;

DJ964F7.1; MGC149823;

DKFZp434K0521

20p13 NM025220.2 NP079496.1 813

ADAMDEC1 M12.219; FLJ79219 8p21.2 NM014479.3 NP055294.1 470

ADAM pseudogenes include ADAM1, ADAM3A, ADAM3B, ADAM5P, ADAM6 and ADAM21P; therefore, these are not included in the ‘active’ gene list, nor are they included in the
dendogram in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Human ADAMTS genes, as listed in the HGNC database

Gene

name

Other aliases Chromosomal

location

RefSeq RNA RefSeq

protein

Amino

acid

number

ADAMTS1 C3-C5; METH1; KIAA1346 21q21.2 NM006988.3 NP008919.3 967

ADAMTS2 NPI; PCINP; PCPNI; hPCPNI;

ADAM-TS2; ADAMTS-3

5qter NM014244.2 NP055059.2 1211

ADAMTS3 ADAMTS-4; KIAA0366 4q13.3 NM014243.1 NP055058.1 1205

ADAMTS4 ADMP-1; ADAMTS-2; ADAMTS-4;

KIAA0688

1q21-q23 NM005099.4 NP005090.3 837

ADAMTS5 ADMP-2; ADAMTS11; FLJ36738 21q21.3 NM007038.3 NP008969.2 930

ADAMTS6 ADAM-TS6 5q12 NM197941.2 NP922932.2 1117

ADAMTS7 ADAM-TS7; DKFZp434H204 15q24.2 NM014272.3 NP055087.2 1686

ADAMTS8 METH2; ADAM-TS8; FLJ41712 11q25 NM007037.4 NP008968.4 889

ADAMTS9 FLJ42955; KIAA1312 3p14.3-p14.2 NM182920.1 NP891550.1 1935

ADAMTS10 WMS; ADAM-TS10 19p13.3 NM030957.2 NP112219.2 1103

ADAMTS12 PRO4389 5q35 NM030955.2 NP112217.2 1594

ADAMTS13 TTP; VWFCP; C9orf8;

vWF-CP; FLJ42993;

MGC118899; MGC118900;

DKFZp434C2322

9q34 NM139025.3 NP620594.1 1427

ADAMTS14 FLJ32820 10q21 NM139155.2 NP631894.2 1226

ADAMTS15 MGC126403 11q25 NM139055.1 NP620686.1 950

ADAMTS16 FLJ16731; ADAMTS16s 5p15 NM139056.2 NP620687.2 1224

ADAMTS17 FLJ16363; FLJ32769 15q24 NM139057.2 NP620688.2 1095

ADAMTS18 ADAMTS21 16q23 NM199355.2 NP955387.1 1221

ADAMTS19 FLJ16042 5q31 NM133638.3 NP598377.3 1207

ADAMTS20 GON-1 12q12 NM025003.3 NP079279.3 1910

ADAMTSL1 C9orf94; PUNCTIN; ADAMTSR1;

FLJ35283; FLJ41032; FLJ46891;

MGC40193; MGC118803;

MGC118805;

DKFZp686L03130

9p22.2-p22.1 NM001040272.4 NP001035362.3 1762

ADAMTSL2 FLJ45164; KIAA0605 9q34.2 NM001145320.1 NP001138792.1 951

ADAMTSL3 KIAA1233; MGC150716;

MGC150717

15q25.2 NM207517.2 NP997400.2 1691

ADAMTSL4 TSRC1 1q21.2 NM019032.4 NP061905.2 1074

ADAMTSL5 THSD6 19p13.3 NM213604.2 NP998769.2 471
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Despite the presence of metallopeptidase (MP)

domains, only 13 ADAM proteins exhibit peptidase

activity. Five of the 24 ADAMTS genes lack MP

domains and are proteolytically inactive. The

remaining 19 appear to encode functional proteins

with peptidase activity.

The two families encode proteins that are

structurally similar and share a number of

domains, including the prodomain (PD),

reprolysin-like zinc-peptidase domain, disintegrin

(DIS) domain and cysteine-rich region (CR).

ADAM proteins also contain a COOH-terminus

transmembrane (TM) domain, which serves as a

membrane anchor. Most ADAM proteins — the

exceptions being ADAM10 and ADAM17 — also

carry an epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like

domain.1 ADAM proteins are key players in med-

iating ectodomain-shedding of several proteins,

including tumour necrosis factor-a (TNF), trans-

forming growth factor (TGF)-a, EGF, amphiregu-

lin (AREG) and Fas-ligand (FASLG).

‘Ectodomain shedding’ results in the cleavage of

the ectopic portion of membrane-anchored pro-

teins, which are released into the extracellular

matrix (ECM). Ectodomain shedding is often fol-

lowed by regulated intramembrane proteolysis

(RIP), where the remaining intracellular portion is

processed to form nuclear-targeted signals that regu-

late gene expression. Other ADAM substrates include

cadherins, laminins and collagens in the ECM.

In addition to the PD, MP, DIS and

cysteine-rich domains, proteolytic ADAMTS pro-

teins include a thrombospondin (TS) type-I

domain and are secreted into the ECM. ADAMTS

proteins that are secreted into the ECM cleave type

I, type II and type III procollagens. In addition,

ADAMTS proteins are known to cleave large

aggregating proteoglycans, known as aggrecans,

which comprise a large component of cartilage,

especially articular cartilage. ADAMTS proteins that

are known to cleave aggrecans are referred to as

aggrecanases. The ADAMTS gene family includes

five ADAMTS-like (ADAMTSL) genes; these

genes lack the PD, MP and DIS domains found in

other ADAMTS proteins and are proteolytically

inactive. ADAMTS dysregulation is associated with

a number of connective tissue disorders, including

Weill–Marchesani syndrome, Ehlers–Danlos syn-

drome type VIIC, some forms of encephalomyeli-

tis, and arthritis.

The purpose of this review is threefold: first, to

describe the domain structure of these two gene

families; secondly, to review the known members

of each family; and, lastly, to discuss briefly the

functional relationships within each family subgroup.

Domain structure of ADAM and
ADAMTS proteins

There are many structural and functional simi-

larities between proteins encoded by the ADAM

and ADAMTS gene families. Both represent multi-

domain proteins, and the two families share several

domains (Figure 1). There are many significant

structural differences that account for their distinct

biological functions, however. Both ADAM and

ADAMTS proteins contain an NH2-terminus sig-

nalling sequence; the signalling sequence targets the

protein to the secretory pathway. The PD

(PF01562) follows the secretory signal found near

the NH2-terminus. In ADAM proteins, the PD

functions to inhibit catalytic activity, until activation

via a cysteine-switch mechanism occurs. The PD

regulates enzyme activity by blocking the peptidase

active-site. Cleavage of the PD is believed to

mediate ADAM catalytic activity. Many ADAM

proteins contain a furin-recognition motif (RXXR

Figure 1. The individual modular structures of the ADAM and

ADAMTS proteins. CR, cysteine-rich domain; CT, cytoplasmic

tail; DIS, disintegrin domain; EGF, epidermal growth factor-like

domain; MP, metallopeptidase domain; PD, prodomain;

SD, spacer domain; TM, transmembrane domain;

TS, thrombospondin-like domain.
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sequence) located immediately following the PD

and prior to the MP domain. Furins belong to a

family of proprotein convertases which cleave latent

precursor proteins at paired basic amino acid pro-

cessing sites; the cleavage event produces the

mature/active protein.

Mutation studies with the ADAM10 gene found

that altering the furin-recognition motif results in

an inactive enzyme.2 The PD is processed and

removed within the trans-Golgi network, prior to

either transport to the cell membrane or secretion.3

Proteolytic ADAMTS also contain at least one

furin-like recognition motif, located between the

PD and MP domains, which may mediate enzyme

activity. Two ADAM proteins, ADAM8 and

ADAM28, are activated via an autocatalytic

mechanism.4,5

ADAM and ADAMTS enzymes are classified as

zinc endopeptidases and contain a conserved zinc-

binding motif within the reprolysin family zinc

metallopeptidase domain (PF01421). The amino

acid sequence making up the zinc-binding motif,

‘HEXGHXXGXXHZ’ and a downstream ‘Met

Turn’ are conserved throughout the ADAMTS

family members (the exception being the five

ADAMTSL genes). Several ADAM family

members (including ADAM2, ADAM11,

ADAM18, ADAM23 and ADAM32) lack all three

conserved histidines found within the zinc-binding

motif; absence of these residues prevents zinc

binding and subsequent activity. ADAM22 lacks

two of the three conserved histidines, which also

prevents peptidase activity.6 The inability to act as a

peptidase suggests that these regions might facilitate

protein folding or possibly participate in protein–

protein interactions.

The MP domain (Figure 1) is followed immedi-

ately by the DIS domain (PF00200). Disintegrins

were originally identified as small proteins found in

snake venom that block platelet aggregation via

their interaction with integrins.7 Integrins are

found on the cell surface, where they mediate

important cell–cell and cell–ECM interactions.

A wide variety of integrins are located on the cell

surface; these can bind to the DIS domains found

within ADAM proteins and participate in cell

adhesion.8 A stretch of 14 amino acids within the

DIS domain, referred to as the ‘disintegrin loop’,

facilitates integrin binding.9 The DIS domain

found in ADAMTS proteins lacks a number of

conserved cysteine residues found within the snake

venom disintegrins.

It is believed that the DIS domain in ADAMTS

proteins may play a role in enzyme activity and sub-

strate specificity.10 The ability of the ADAMTS

DIS domain directly to bind integrins has not yet

been identified.

The DIS domain in ADAM proteins is followed

by a CR or cysteine-rich domain (PF08516). In

ADAM13, the CR was found to regulate peptidase

activity.11 The crystal structure of ADAMTS

revealed that the CR stacks against the peptidase

active site and may therefore regulate enzyme

activity.12

The carboxy (COOH) region of ADAM pro-

teins (Figure 1) contains an EGF-like domain

(PF07974), a TM domain and a cytoplasmic tail

(CT) region. The EGF domain is found in all

ADAMS proteins (except ADAM10 and ADAM17)

and is immediately downstream of the CR.1 The

exact function of the EGF domain has yet to be

determined. The TM domain is responsible for

anchoring the protein to the cell membrane.

Following the TM domain is the CT, which

participates in intracellular signalling.13 The CT

domain varies greatly among ADAM family

members.

ADAMTS proteins lack the EGF, TM and CT

domains found in the ADAM proteins. Instead, the

ADAMTS proteins contain a TS domain

(PF00090), found between the DIS domain and

the CR domain (Figure 1); also, following the CR

domain, ADAMTS proteins have a spacer domain

(SD) (PF05986). The COOH-terminal TS domain

found in ADAMTS proteins participates in cell–

cell interactions, angiogenesis and apoptosis.14,15

The number of TS domains varies among the

ADAMTS proteins. The long isoforms of

ADAMTS9 and ADAMTS20 both contain 15 TS

repeats.16,17 ADAMTS4, by contrast, contains only

a single TS domain.18 The most COOH-terminal

ADAMTS domain is the SD. The ADAMTS SD
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was shown to mediate substrate-binding affinity and

proteolysis.19 The structural elements in these pro-

teins (Figure 1) confer a wide range of biological

functions.

The human ADAM gene family

ADAM proteins were first identified as

sperm-associated enzymes.20 The understanding

and importance of this gene family is increasing

dramatically. Despite sharing a number of domains,

the 21 genes and six pseudogenes that make up the

human ADAM gene family exhibit a diverse range

of structural and functional features. The 21

protein-coding genes can be divided into six subfa-

milies, designated A to F, based on protein

sequence similarity, as indicated in the human

ADAM dendrogram (Figure 2, top). Only 13 of

these 21 genes encode proteins with protease

activity. ADAM12, ADAM15, ADAM19,

ADAM22, ADAM28, ADAM29, ADAM33 and

ADAMDEC1 express multiple variants, which

further diversifies the gene family. The ADAM

proteins contribute to a wide array of biological

processes, including cell adhesion, migration and

signalling. Furthermore, these genes are thought to

play pivotal roles in a number of pathologies,

including cancer, arthritis, asthma, cardiovascular

disease and Alzheimer’s disease, to name but a few.

ADAM subfamily A

ADAM11, ADAM22 and ADAM23 make up

ADAM subfamily A (Figure 2, top). All three pro-

teins lack critical residues found within the pepti-

dase domain and are considered proteolytically

inactive. ADAM22 transcribes at least five variants,

which encode five different protein isoforms; little

is known about the precise function of ADAM22

and its variants. The function of the remaining two

genes in this subfamily also remains relatively unex-

plored. Interestingly, the expression of all three

ADAM proteins is predominantly confined to the

central and peripheral nervous systems, hence, they

are believed to play an important role in neuronal

function and development.21,22 Studies have

indicated non-redundant roles for ADAM11,

ADAM22 and ADAM23 in the brain, based on the

phenotypes displayed in knockout mice. Mice

lacking functional Adam11 exhibit decreased pain

sensation and display learning deficiencies.23

Adam22(–/–) knockout mice exhibit hypermyeli-

nation of peripheral nerves and die prior to

weaning.24 Disruption of the mouse Adam23 gene

results in ataxia and premature death.25

ADAM subfamily B

This group contains four genes: ADAM2,

ADAM18, ADAM32 and ADAM9 (Figure 2, top).

The first three of these genes in this subfamily lack

peptidase activity and are associated with sperm

development and fertilisation. Adam2 in mice is

involved in spermatogenesis and fertility, but the

exact role in humans has yet to be determined.

Little is known about the function of ADAM18;

however, it is expressed in human sperm, indicating

that it may also be involved in spermatogenesis.26

ADAM32 is predominantly expressed in the testis

and may also participate in sperm development or

possibly fertilisation.27 ADAM9 is the only gene in

this subfamily that contains potential SH3 binding

sites in its CT. It is also the only member that has

a-secretase activity and can metabolise Alzheimer’s

amyloid precursor protein (AAP) towards the non-

amyloidogenic pathway. This potentially protects

the brain from plaque formation during

Alzheimer’s disease. Polymorphisms within the

ADAM9 promoter region are associated with

protection against sporadic Alzheimer’s disease.28

ADAM subfamily C

Subgroup C contains four genes (Figure 2, top),

including ADAM20, ADAM21, ADAM29 and

ADAM30. All of the enzymes exhibit protease

activity, with the exception of ADAM29.

ADAM29 encodes four splice variants that differ in

the composition of the 50-untranslated region

(UTR); nothing is known about the function of

ADAM29 isoforms. ADAM29 is highly expressed

in human testis and is believed to play a role during
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spermatogenesis.29 ADAM20 and ADAM21 share

50 per cent protein identity. Both enzymes are pre-

dominantly expressed in the testis and possibly

function in sperm–egg cell fusion, based on hom-

ology to mouse Adam1.30 In rodents, Adam21 was

reported to facilitate neurogenesis and neuronal

plasticity.31 ADAM30 is also highly expressed in the

testis.32

ADAM subfamily D

ADAM subfamily D contains ADAM7, ADAM28

and ADAMDEC1 (Figure 2, top). The three genes

make up a cluster on human chromosome 8p21

and are believed to be the result of gene duplication

events.33 The genes also share a high degree of

nucleotide and of amino acid homology. ADAM7

protein does not contain the conserved peptidase

motif required for catalytic activity. By contrast,

ADAM28 and ADAMDEC1 are considered to be

functional proteases. ADAMDEC1, or decysin, is

unique among ADAM members, in that it comple-

tely lacks a CR domain and contains only a

portion of the DIS domain.33 The gene is therefore

referred to as being ‘ADAM-like’ and structurally

distinct from other ADAM family members. The

loss of downstream exons in ADAMDEC1 may be

the result of an incomplete gene duplication

process. ADAMDEC1 encodes three transcripts;

however, two of the three transcripts are candidates

for nonsense-mediated decay and might not be

protein-coding.

The ADAM28 gene transcribes two variants.

The longer transcript encodes a 775-amino acid

protein. The shorter variant contains an alternative

30 coding region and 30-UTR, resulting in a much

shorter protein. The shorter COOH-terminus

lacks both the TM and cytosolic domains and,

similar to ADAMTS proteins, is secreted into the

ECM. ADAM28 is highly expressed in the epididy-

mis and, like many other ADAM genes, is believed

to participate in sperm development.4 Recently,

ADAM28 was found to mediate epithelial–

mesenchymal signalling during mammalian tooth

development.34 ADAM7 has also been associated

with sperm development.35 The function of

ADAMDEC1 is not completely understood;

however, expression was identified in activated

mouse and human dendritic cells, indicating that it

might participate in modulating the immune

response.36

ADAM subfamily E

Subfamily E includes ADAM8, ADAM12,

ADAM15, ADAM19 and ADAM33 (Figure 2,

top). All of these genes code for ADAM proteins

that are catalytically active. ADAM12, ADAM19

and ADAM33 each encode two variants, and

ADAM15 encodes six. The ADAM12 and

ADAM19 variants differ in the composition of

their COOH-termini. Similar to ADAM28, the

longer ADAM12 transcript is the classical

membrane-anchored form of the protein. The

shorter transcript lacks a TM domain and is

secreted into the ECM. It is unclear if a similar

situation exists between the ADAM19 variants.

The second ADAM33 splice variant lacks an

internal exon and encodes a shorter protein.

ADAM15 also encodes a number of variant tran-

scripts. The exact function of each variant has yet

to be determined, but the isoforms have been

shown to have differential effects on cell adhesion

and migration.37

There are a number of proline-rich motifs

(PXXP) located within the CT region of

ADAM12, ADAM15, ADAM19 and ADAM33.13

PXXP motifs are known to bind to SH3 domains,

indicating intracellular protein–protein interactions.

Interestingly, ADAM15 variants differ in the

number of PXXP motifs found in the CT; this

suggests that the variants may interact with different

cytosolic proteins. A positive association has been

found between asthma and ADAM33 polymorph-

isms in several populations; however, the exact role

of these polymorphisms remains unknown.38,39

ADAM8 shares the least homology (Figure 2,

top) to the other subfamily E members and

encodes a single transcript. Studies of asthma in

mice showed a strong association between the

Adam8 protein, also called CD185, and disease

progression.40 ADAM8 is predominantly expressed
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Figure 2. Clustering dendrogram of the human putatively functional ADAM and ADAMTS protein-coding genes. The dendrogram was

constructed using ClustalW and known peptide sequences. Several human ‘outlier’ gene products, including CYP1A1, ALDH3A1 and

a metalloprotease subfamily, were added to the original ClustalW and found to lie outside the ADAM and ADAMTS families (data not

illustrated).
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in haematopoietic cells and is upregulated during

inflammation, which may explain the role it plays

in asthma.41

ADAM subfamily F

The final ADAM gene subfamily contains only

two genes, ADAM10 and ADAM17. As depicted

in the human ADAM dendrogram (Figure 2, top),

these two proteins are distinctly more evolutiona-

rily separated from the rest of the ADAM gene

family. ADAM10 and ADAM17 are the only

ADAM proteins that do not contain EGF-like

domains. Both proteins bind zinc and are catalyti-

cally active against a number of protein substrates.

The two proteins also contain potential

SH3-binding sites located within the CT region.13

ADAM10 and ADAM17 are both considered as

sheddases (also called secretases) and cleave the

extracellular domain of membrane-bound proteins,

resulting in the release of cytokines, growth factors,

adhesion molecules and other enzymes.

To date, ADAM17 is among the best-studied

genes in the ADAM family. Also known as TNF

convertase, ADAM17 cleaves TNF to its active

form, which then modulates immune and

pro-inflammatory responses. In addition to TNF,

ADAM17 is the major sheddase for epiregulin,

amphiregulin and heparin-binding EGF-like

growth factors.42 Recently, the oxidative

stress-induced oxidation of ADAM17 was found to

enhance peptidase activity; redox sensitivity was

attributed to thiol-disulphide bonds formed

between the DIS and CR domains found in the

extracellular domain, suggesting that many ADAM

and ADAMTS proteins might be redox regulated.43

ADAM17 also cleaves membrane-tethered sonic

hedgehog (ShhNp), possibly implicating ADAM

proteins in the control of cell growth and pattern-

ing during development.44 In addition, ADAM17

is upregulated in inflammatory bowel diseases.45

ADAM proteins are linked to gene regulation by

way of regulated RIP, in which proteolytic cleavage

of a transmembrane protein produces signals that

are subsequently targeted to the nucleus. An

example is the cleavage of Notch by ADAM10. A

number of ADAM proteins, including ADAM10

and ADAM17, are upregulated during tumour cell

invasion into surrounding tissues.46 ADAM10 is the

major protease responsible for the release of EGF

and betacellulin. ADAM10 was also found to con-

tribute to TNF shedding in cells that lack

ADAM17, indicating a functional overlap between

the two genes, despite sharing only 25 per cent

amino acid identity.47 Both ADAM10 and

ADAM17 also cleave AAP. This cleavage of AAP

prevents the formation of the pathogenic

amyloid-b fragment responsible for Alzheimer’s

disease; many studies have therefore begun to focus

on this therapeutic potential.

The human ADAMTS gene family

The 24 members of the ADAMTS gene family can

be divided into four major subfamilies, based on

peptide sequence similarity, as indicated in the

ADAMTS dendrogram (Figure 2, bottom). The

gene family as a whole has alternatively been

referred to as the ‘adamalysin-thrombospondins’.48

Originally, there was some overlap in ADAMTS

gene nomenclature, and many of these enzymes

had different names. ADAMTS5 and ADAMTS11

were both used to describe aggrecanase-2; sub-

sequently, ADAMTS5 became the official name for

the protein. ADAMTS13 was originally called von

Willebrand factor cleaving protease. Pro-collagen I

N-proteinase is now referred to as ADAMTS2.

Furthermore, five ADAMTSL genes have recently

been identified. These members lack the PD, MP

and DIS domains found in other ADAMTS pro-

teins; however, the remaining domain organisation

is remarkably similar.

ADAMTS subfamily A

The seven members of subfamily A include

ADAMTS1, ADAMTS4, ADAMTS5, ADAMTS8,

ADAMTS9, ADAMTS15 and ADAMTS20

(Figure 2, bottom). Members within this subgroup

contain the widest range of TS repeats. ADAMTS4

contains only a single TS domain, whereas

ADAMTS9 and ADAMTS20 contain 15 repeats.48
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ADAMTS9 and ADAMTS20 contain a gonadal

(GON) domain (PF08685), indicating a possible role

in gonadal development.49 The proteins in this sub-

group all cleave the major cartilage proteoglycan,

aggrecan, and are often referred to as aggrecanases.

ADAMTS1, ADAMTS4 and ADAMTS9 also cleave

the related proteoglycan, versican.50 Due to the

importance of aggrecan and versican in cartilaginous

tissue, many of these ADAMTS proteins have been

implicated in the pathogenesis of arthritic disease.51,52

ADAMTS subfamily B

ADAMTS subclass B (Figure 2, bottom) is the largest

subclass and contains ADAMTS6, ADAMTS7,

ADAMTS10, ADAMTS12, ADAMTS16,

ADAMTS17, ADAMTS18 and ADAMTS19. The

eight members in this group contain between five

and eight TS repeats.48 ADAMTS7 and ADAMTS12

also contain a mucin domain (PF01456), located

within the cluster of TS repeats in the

COOH-terminus. The domain is predicted to be

heavily O-glycosylated, suggesting that the proteins

may act as proteoglycans within certain tissues.53

ADAMTS10, ADAMTS12, ADAMTS17 and

ADAMTS19 contain an additional protease-and-

lacunin (PLAC) domain (PF08686).48 Other ECM

proteins containing this domain are involved in tissue

development and remodelling.54

There is little information available related to the

function of ADAMTS6. Both ADAMTS7 and

ADAMTS12 cleave cartilage oligomeric matrix

protein (COMP) and are upregulated in patients

with rheumatoid arthritis, indicating that the genes

encoding these proteins may play a significant part

in the pathogenic progression of this disease.50

Mutations in the ADAMTS10 gene are responsible

for the autosomal recessive form of Weill–

Marchesani syndrome, which is a rare connective

tissue disorder.49 The main physiological substrate

for ADAMTS10 still remains unknown.

ADAMTS16 was recently found to cleave

a2-macroglobulin (A2M). In addition, A2M is

expressed in parietal granulosa cells during follicular

development.56 The functions and preferred

substrates for ADAMTS17, ADAMTS18 and

ADAM19TS remain unknown.

ADAMTS subfamily C

Subfamily C contains ADAMTS2, ADAMTS3 and

ADAMTS14 (Figure 2, bottom). ADAMTS2 and

ADAMTS14 both encode two transcript variants.

The shorter ADAMTS2 variant lacks a number of

TS repeats found in the COOH-terminal region of

the protein. The ADAMTS14 variant lacks a small

region of coding sequence, resulting in the exclu-

sion of three amino acids. All three members of

this subgroup contain a PLAC domain within the

COOH-terminus, similar to those found in sub-

family B. Furthermore, each of the ADAMTS2,

ADAMTS3 and ADAMTS14 proteins contains a

total of four TS repeats.48 All members of this

group are involved in the NH2-terminal cleavage

of procollagen to collagen and are also referred to

as procollagen N-proteinases. Mutations in the

ADAMTS2 gene cause Ehlers–Danlos syndrome

type VIIC, which is characterised by extreme skin

fragility. Moreover, Adamts3 and Adamts14 are

unable to compensate for Adamts2 deficiency in

Adamts2(–/–) knockout mice, indicating that the

proteins may have distinct biological roles in ECM

formation and maintenance.58

ADAMTS subfamily D

The genes that comprise subfamily D contain sig-

nificant structural differences, when compared with

genes in the other ADAMTS subfamilies. This

subfamily contains ADAMTS13 (Figure 2,

bottom), as well as the five ADAMTSL genes. The

ADAMTS13 gene contains 29 exons and encodes

at least three transcriptional variants. One transcript

lacks an internal coding region that results in the

removal of 56 amino acids from the

COOH-terminus, when compared with the

longest form. Another variant lacks an additional

upstream coding segment that codes for 31 amino

acids. The PD of ADAMTS13 is significantly trun-

cated, compared with the other ADAMTS subfam-

ily genes. Moreover, ADAMTS13 is the only gene
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in the ADAMTS gene family to contain a CUB

domain (PF00431).58 The CUB (Complement

subcomponents C1r/C1s, (sea urchin epidermal

growth factor1 [UEGF]) and bone morphogenetic

protein-1 [BMP1])) domain is an extracellular

motif consisting of �110 residues which is found

in a wide range of developmentally regulated

proteins.59 ADAMTS13 was originally identified as

the protease responsible for cleaving the von

Willebrand factor, which is required for normal

blood clotting. Mutations in the ADAMTS13 gene

are the cause of hereditary thrombotic thrombocy-

topenic purpura (TTP). Moreover, sporadic TTP is

an autoimmune disease resulting from ADAMTS13

inhibition by antibodies.

The bulk of subfamily D is made up of the five

proteolytically inactive ADAMTSL genes

(Figure 2, bottom). ADAMTSL proteins lack many

NH2-terminal features, including the PD, MP and

DIS domains. They contain the characteristic TS

repeats, as well as the SD and CR domains. Most

ADAMTSL proteins also feature a PLAC domain,

with the exception of ADAMTSL5. Interestingly,

both ADAMTSL1 and ADAMTSL3 are predicted

to contain immunoglobulin-like (PF00047) and

immunoglobulin I-set domains (PF07679), which

are found in a number of cell adhesion molecules.

ADAMTSL1 can encode either 1,762 or 525

residue proteins; the shorter isoform utilises an

alternative 30 exon containing a premature stop

codon, which results in subsequent COOH-

terminus truncation.

ADAMTSL1 is N-glycosylated and secreted into

the ECM.60 ADAMTSL2 also encodes a secreted

glycoprotein.61 Two ADAMTSL2 transcripts have

been identified, which vary in their 50-UTR

sequences. Mutations in the ADAMTSL2 gene

result in dysregulation of TGF-b signalling and are

associated with geleophysic dysplasia (happy facial

expression, short stature and limb abnormalities).

Little is known about the function of

ADAMTSL3. Like the previously mentioned

ADAMTSL proteins, ADAMTSL3 is a secreted

glycoprotein; it may play a role in mediating cell–

cell interactions or in the assembly of extracellular

matrices.62 ADAMTSL3 mutations are also

commonly associated with colorectal cancers.63

The ADAMTSL4 gene is closely linked to

ADAM15 and may have common ancestry;

ADAMTSL4 is believed to originate from the

interrupted inversion of a common familial

ADAMTS gene.64 Mutations in the ADAMTSL4

gene were recently found to cause ectopia lentis, an

autosomal recessive disorder characterised by lens

displacement.65 The function of ADAMTSL5 has

yet to be determined.

Conclusions

The ADAM and ADAMTS genes comprise two

important metalloproteinase subgroups. Both the

ADAM and the ADAMTS gene families contain

very similar domain organisation; however, the

differences confer distinct biological functions. The

ADAM family proteins are membrane-anchored

and facilitate ectodermal shedding of growth factors

and cell-signalling peptides. The proteins also par-

ticipate in cell adhesion via their interaction with

integrins. ADAMTS proteins lack the TM domain

required for membrane association and are instead

secreted extracellularly, where they cleave a diverse

range of substrates. These two gene families partici-

pate in a wide range of physiological processes,

including developmental regulation, inflammation,

cell adhesion, cell signalling and angiogenesis. The

biological significance of these proteins is empha-

sised by their strong association with many

common pathological conditions, including

asthma, arthritis and cancer. Our understanding of

these proteins has grown immensely over the past

decade, but the physiological and pathophysiologi-

cal functions of many ADAM and ADAMTS genes

have yet to be determined. Future investigations

will no doubt highlight their potential as important

therapeutic targets.
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